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		The most important current trend in the software development world is, without a hint of a doubt, the mobile frontier, and in particular, the rise of the smartphone and the touch tablet.

	
		When I started my career as a developer, back in 1996, I was writing web applications running on Netscape Navigator 3 and Internet Explorer 3. The world was a very different place back then, particularly in this industry. I used HoTMetaL Pro and Notepad to code my pages, as well as the editor bundled with Netscape Navigator.

	
		Since then I have written applications for both the web and the desktop, using technologies such as Classic ASP, VBScript, ASP.NET, PHP, C+\+, Ruby on Rails, Django, etc. For my editing needs, I have migrated to EditPlus, later TextMate, now Vim.

	
		But without any doubt, the most important moment in recent technological history was the introduction of the iPhone in January 2007. The impressive growths of iOS, Android, and other platforms has completely transformed the landscape of software engineering, while at the same time opening new possibilities for companies. The rise of the iPhone was followed by the explosion of the Android platform, and in all that turmoil, BlackBerry and Windows Mobile have lost their leadership, even if they still remain relevant in the current landscape.

	
		This new panorama has a darker side, one already known in the desktop development world: platform fragmentation.
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Web Scraping with Python (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2015

	Successfully scrape data from any website with the power of Python


	About This Book

	
		A hands-on guide to web scraping with real-life problems and solutions
	
		Techniques to download and extract data from complex websites
	
		Create a number of different web scrapers to extract...
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Computer Processing of Remotely-Sensed Images: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Environmental remote sensing is the measurement, from
	a distance, of the spectral features of the Earth’s surface
	and atmosphere. These measurements are normally
	made by instruments carried by satellites or aircraft, and
	are used to infer the nature and characteristics of the
	land or sea surface, or of the atmosphere, at the...
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Foundations of Multithreaded, Parallel, and Distributed ProgrammingPearson Education, 1999

	Greg Andrews teaches the fundamental concepts of multithreaded, parallel and distributed computing and relates them to the implementation and performance processes. He presents the appropriate breadth of topics and supports these discussions with an emphasis on performance. Features *Emphasizes how to solve problems, with correctness the...
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Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 SP1Sybex, 2009
Microsoft Exchange Server provides a reliable messaging system that protects against spam and viruses and allows for access to e-mail, voicemail, and calendars from a variety devices and any location. Fully updated for the latest release of Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Service Pack 1 (SP1), this book offers a look at the significant improvements...
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MCAD/MCSD Training Guide (70-316): Developing and Implementing Windows-Based Applications with Visual C# and Visual Studio.NETQue, 2002
The authoritative solution to passing the 70-316 exam!   
Amit Kalani is a leading authority on C#.   
Training Guides are the most effective self-study guide in the marketplace, featuring exam tips, study strategies, review exercises, case studies, practice exams, ExamGear testing software, and more. 
Subjected to rigorous technical...
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Innovation and Entrepreneurship: Powerful Tools for a Modern Knowledge-Based Economy (SpringerBriefs in Business)Springer, 2014

	In this book, Hanadi Mubarak, Ali Husain and Michael promote the concept of innovation incubators from a business-management perspective. The book provides a comprehensive roadmap for the development of new economies based on technology, as well as value added in technology transfer, innovation development and an entrepreneurial climate.
...
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